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Problem of Reliability of Electric Motorm1

by

Engr. N. A. Tishchenko

Studying the Remunerativeness of Motors. When planning a series or individual

electric raotors consideration should also be given to optimum commensurate, on one

hand, expenditures for the manufacture of Kd2 motors%, determined basically by the

intensity of the active parts, and on tho other hand, directly depending upon theot

cost of repairs S
C = C- S0o lrubles/yearj

cost .for maintenance
S

C0 =C'C~ C'cO S--rubles/year]

expenditures, due to the Mdisappearance 0 of motors in national econca7 because of

their structural imperfectness
'S • -

=ý Kio So ýublesjl

cost of losses in electric power in motors and depending upon their additional los-

ses in electric power system without expenditures for depreciation and fuel

C'3 = 0*25 R hdC rubles/year 1

cost of electric energy C., rubles/kwohr; cost of electric energy without considera-

tion of expenditures for depreciation and fuel C'- 0,25 C,; additional expenditures

for the construction of electric power stations, substations and networks,necessary

for generating, transformation and distribution of electric power, lost in motors,

Pj- 3 = d Ld K.mrubles]l

additional expenditures for the construction of fuel installations,necessary for com-

pensating the expenditures on electric energy, lost in the motors,

1, CompletionBeginning see in journal tlektrichestvo,1961.Noollo
I* Coefficient X12 includes also conjugated additional capital expenditures in elec-

trotechnical ifndustry, metallurgy etc*
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annual cost of conductor (wiring) materials when manufacturing motors

and inversely depending upon them costs of these materials during repair and mainte-

nance of the motors
S

Mp .Mpo S[ t/yearj

so

10 a 143J So t/yearý I

additional expenditures of conductor materials in networks of general and local use

and at electric power stations due to excess losses in electric power in motors

I-\M 3 -L CAj -aF~/ea]

ratio of equivalent weight in copper of the conductor materials, consumed by electric

poer stations and energy systems, to the weight of conductor material in elactric

motoms cI; expenditures at electric industry plants during the introduction of new

series of motors Y 3 [rublesý ; expenditures and loss in national econcna due to change

in installation diensions of new motors K jrubles3 .

The selection of final data about the magnitude of -temperature risen and reserves

of reliability in electric motors should be carried out on the basis of technical-

econcmical calculations, on the basis of operational experiences

The conclusion about the remonerativeness of the developed motors can be made by

ccmparing various calculated expenditures (C) by studying equation

-.. .- K I r ubles-yeaw j

for the minim- It is advisable to express the values P and their comnponents in the

function of motor efficiency or in the function of motors placed in capital repair (S)

The standard service life is recommended as equalling 8 years2 .

2 Basic methodical conditions of technical-economical calculations in Power Zngineering

Elektrichestvo, 19599NolOo
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The expenditures on conductor materials can be investigatel by equation

Investigatioh of equation (1) showed that a considerable increase in weight of

conductor materials in motors is absolutely profitable*

Urgent Measures. Below are discussed measuresallowing to sharply increase the

reliability of manufactured motors. These measures have been checked on a set of mo-

tors of one metallurgical plant, where their realization has increased motor reliabilit

by many times,**

It is necessary to remove frnm industry motors of the single series A and AO

and abstain from introducing into industry motors of the new single series A2 and AQ2 fr

the third to the sixth overall dimension inclusively as less reliable, unprofitable

under conditions of national econcxm power indicese

Instead of the mentioned motors it is advisable to furnish users with presently

=nufactured so-called textile AOT or A02T motors,,having much higher power character

istics and reliability*

It is necessary in all serie4 ynchronous motors of general designation, crane-

metallurgical, explosion safe etc. to reduce the thermal stress of active parts by

raising the class of insulation by one degree, not changing their standard capacity*

This measure is recommended first of all for crane-metallurgical DC series DP

motors, roller conveyer series AR motors and explosion-safe motorse

Planning of motors with higher reliability. When designing new motors,for the

purpose of assuring required reliability and to increase the level of energ charac-

teristics it is necessary to do the following*

On the basislf native an- foreign experience it is necessary that general Purpose

DC iand AC motors with a capacity of frcn 2.5 kw and higher should contain reliability

0* Exported from the USS electric motors are distinguished by high reliability*

•FTD-TT.63-36/l.+2 3



reserves with a coefficient, equalling 1.15. For motors with a capacity of up to 2.5

kw the reliability coeffici"nt should be accepted as equalling 1.25.

During long lasting loading of motors equal to the product of rated power or coef-

ficient of reliability, heating of the windings and parts of the motor should not

exceed a maxieum valueestablished by GOST for corresponding classes of winding insu-

lations.

Independent from the fulfillment of these instructions to create the necessary

reliability reserves the permissible heating of all windings and other parts of ser-

leg motors, used in industry, construction, ccnimmal and agricultural undertakings at

rated power, it should be below the maxirmum permissible values of heating motor win-

dings, established by COST, by the following values a) for class A,E and B insulations

- by 3,50C; for class F - by 30 0C; c) for class H insulations - by 50OC.

Maxinmm values of temperatures excesses, established by GOST, are permissible only

for certain special motor constructions, especially desianated for short service lives

and low number of working hours per annum.

The high values of starting currents in motors reduce their reliability as result

of considerable mechanical and thermal stresses originating during the starting.

Consequently the stable short circuit current in the stator winding of asynchro-

nous motors with short circuited rotoe in braked state at rated frequency and network volt.

Xs should not exceed 6I rated, and for explosive safe motors with shorted rotor at

the mentioned conditions 5,51 rated, For synchronous motors is necessary to limit

the short circuiting current at above mentioned conditions at a capacity of up to 100

kw with a six-fold value of the rated; frnm 100 to 1000 kw - 6.5 fold and at a capa-

city of over 1000 kw - by a seven-fold value.

The Opjm I tolerance + 15% to exceed the actual short circuit current over the

calculated, permissible by GOST 183-55, should be annulled.

In conformity with the positive native and foreign operational experience it

FTD-TT-63-36/1÷2 4



is necessary to limit the intensity of the calculated adiabatic temperature rise in the,

star windings during braked state of asynchronous motors with shorted rotor and syn-

chronouBs motors on 'the following levels a) at class A and E winding insulations -

3.5 0 C/sea; b) at class B and F winding insulations -4.5 0 C/see; at class winding irLns,

lations - 5 0 C/sac.

It is necessary that the Connittee on Standards at the Soviet of X1Unisters USSR

should reaxamine and expend the efficiency scale for AC and DC motors and the cape-

citance coefficient for AC motors of all capacitances and designations, having estab-

lished the power characteristics of motors on a much higher level, assuring their

national economy profitablenesse

From the state standard (GOST) should be eliminated points and remarks allowing

during the use of greater *minus' tolerances to design and manufacture motors with

reduced energy characteristics as ccapared with the ones indicated in standard scale.

Considerable losses in power in active steel of maoaetic drives of motors with

consideration of iultiplication of losses in electric ;ower systems absorb up to 2%

of the entire electric power generated in the USSR. To 'eliminateO these losses from

motors is necessary forced ventilation, in turn considerably exceediLng the non-produo-

tive losses in electric power in national econcay*

In connection with the indicate4 one of the important trends of improving motors

is the reduction in conztant losses and heating levels of active steel by using spe-

cial electrotechnical steel with Iow specific lossesand also by reducing the thickness

of active steel sheets of magnetic drives (circuits) and losses for ventilation of

machinese

To avoid break down of squirrel cafes of asynchronous and synchroncus motors it is ne-

cessary to limit their heating within the folla.ing boundaries: a) during starting

(aluminum cage) - 200-250C, b) in braked state (aluminu cage) - 300-4000 C; o) when

starting (copper or brass cage)- not more than 300 0C.
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Rules Governing the use of M.•otors. To regulate the use of motors it is necessary

to fulfill the following measures.

AC motors of single series A, AO, AOT or A2,AO02 AO!12 should not be accepted for

mechanisms with repeated-zsort lived operational condition with connection frequency,

exceeding 150 v per hr regardless of the flywheel m-nent of the mechanism. The atten-

tion of constructors and users should be called to the fact that these series of mo-

tors by the mechanical strength of the components and by their construction does not

meet the operational conditions at much connection frequency*

The use of AC motors in explosive protected utilization at a connection frequency,

exceeding 200-250 v per hour is prohibited*

The use of AC electric drives with crane-metallurgical motors with phase and

short circuited rotors at a connection frequency of more than 400 v per hr should be

prohibited. At greater connection frequency the use of DC'electric drives should be

recommended.

The use of contactor-rheostat control of DC motors should be limited by a connec-

tion frequency equalling 800 per 1 hr. At a much higher connection frequency should

be recommended the use of a rheostatless control system (URV-D and others) as assuring

a more reliable and economical performance of motors.

Thking into consideration the strained operation of machine installations in the

'USM and the considerable load of a majority of motors, work; in repeated short con-

ditions, the conditionality and inaccuracy of the methods of dimensioning the capa-

citances of these AC motors, as well as the considerable number of errors of machine

construction plants and planning organizations when selecting these motors with

reduced required power, for industrial application instead of rated working condi-

tions with F7, equalling 15, 25 and 40%, it is necessary to define working conditions

with PV& 25, 40 and 600. The working conditions at FVLI5% 6hould be eliminated. The

basic working condition for motors with repeated-brief working conditions should be

FrD-T'-63.'36" 6



the condition with PV = 40%. Nonpermissible should be considered the employwant of

protected series A, A2, P and others motors in workshops of industrial workshops con-

taining considerable amount+f dust (regardless of its nature), emulsion vaporscausik

volatiles, as well as for outside installations*

Considering the mass nature of employing motors in conditionsmbf brief temperature

rises of the surrounding medium to above nominal calculated (southern and south eastern

regions of the USMý hot workshops etc) attention should be called toward the

necessity of strictly considering the temperature of the surrounding medium, not per-

mitting the use of motors for full rated power in all instances, when the temperature

of the surrounding medium does only briefly exceed the noirnal calculated temperature

35 or 400 C),for which the motor is intended*

Overloading motors in operation results in rapid failure of same, because the

service life of motor windings decreases inversely proportionaly approximately to

the eighth power of. the load above the specific value, For presently manufactured

motors thi alue at class A and E insulations of windings constitutes about 80% of

the rated power, and at a class B insulation - 90%.

This investigation of operational reliability problems and the level of energy

qualities of electric motors appears to be only the setting of the problem, but by

far not its resolution.

The urgent need of raising the national economy remunerativeness of electric

motors is evident from the following indices of the program of the Cozminist Party

USM. s 0 The achievement in the interest of society of maxi- results at the least

expenditures - the icmitable rule for building our econoy and *the Production

quality of Soviet Enterprises should be Considerably Higher than at the best capl.-

talistic enterprises o

Appendix. Certain Data on Electrcomtor Supply in the USm 3

3. Calculated on the basis of data published in capitalistic press.
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1. Total number of motor vi th a capacity of over 0.6 kbamenufactured in 1960

about 3 million units.

2. Total power of motors (capacity of each one over 0,6 kw), manufactured in 1960

- about 25 millionkv.

3. Total cost of all motors with a capacity of over 0.6 kw, established in nationoz.

econcew of the USSR (1961 prices without consideration of depreciation) - about

1.45 billion rubles*

4. Total cost of all motors with a capacity of over 0.6 kwmanufactured in 1960 -

about 0.3 billion rubles.

If we base ourselves on the general data concerning the number and capacitance

of motors, established in the national econcmy of the USSR, and also upon the basis of

operational data, then the expenditures and loss because of their insufficient relia-

bility and low power characteristics in. 1960 wera approximately as followss

1. Total number of all motors with a capacity of more than o.25 kw,which went for

capital repair in 1960 - about 2.75 million units.

2. Total power of all motors (capacity of each one over 0.6 kv) which went into

capital repair in 1960 - about 19 million kv.

3, Totql number of operational personnel, occupied in repair and maintenance of

motors in industry of USR in 1960 - about 350 thousand people (of whom 10% was

engineering-technical workers).

4. Total operational expenditures in 1960 for repair and maintenance of motors,

loss in their stoppages, loss due to excessive manufacture of motors with insufficient

reliability and expenditures for construction and equipping electro repairs shop, and

plants - about 1.2 billion rublese

5. The average weighed efficiency of motors with a capacity of over 0,6 kw,

working in the national economy of the USS, about 87%.

6. Losses in electric power in motors and the losses in power generating systems

FTrn-Tm63-36/:L+28



depending upon them, including the looses for natural needs of electric power staiinnsL

in the year 1960s a) in kW/hr - about 30 billion; b) in rubles - about 0.36

billion; a) in percentages of generated electric power - about 10.

7. The power of electric stations. working in 1960 only to cover the losses in mo-

tors, - about 6.5 million kv.

8. Cost of electric power stations, substations and general and local networks,
S

which generated,trensformsd and distributed electric power, consumed in form of los-

sea in motors - about 0.6 billion rublese

10. Amount of copper,consumned for repair of motors - about 25 thoasana -tons*

11. Manufacturing losses (for all types of industrial productions) due to motor

stoppages - 0.25 - 0.5%.

Upon an increase iii the average weighed efficiency of motors engaged in industry frcm

.87 to 92% in 1965,as is evident from fig.1-3**f the following results will be attained:

l.Cost of motors of general capacity of 165 million kw rises by 2.18 billion rub,

2. Cost of equipment of electric stations, substations and general and local net-

work will reduce by 0.83 billion rubles.

3. Cost of equipment for fuel enterprises wilidecrease hy 0.62 billion rub,

4. Expenditures for repair and maintenance of motors will decrease by 1.15 million

rub/annnally'

5. Econczy on electric pcoer will be 20.8 billion kw.hr/year.

6. Number of personnel,working on repair and maintenance of motors,will 6e reduced

to 256 thousand people.

7, Econory in conductor materials for this time with respect to copper equivalent

will be no less than 100 thousand tons.

4-PEart of these losses belong to lossea in motors,
**e Fi,g.l-3 placed at the beginning of the authors report see Elektrichestvo 1961,No.ll
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8. Econazical effectiveness at a service lifes a) T = 1 year a 0.4 billion rub;

2) T = 4 year - 0.96 billion ruh/annaally; c) T = 8 years - 1.16 billion rubles/annmally.

As is evident frcm the above given data, as result of insufficiency in operational

•reliability and low power characteristics of motors the national econoW" bears

'a considerable loasn

Subtdtted Tuly 10,1961
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